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AUDI SQ5
Sportback (80A1) from 2021/05



  Description Order No. Price in Euro
    excl. VAT*  

ABT Power S 3,0 TDI 251 kW (341 HP), 700 Nm to approx. 283 kW (385 HP), 760 Nm
engine code: DMKC

80A11530385DMKC/1 2.596,64 D

assembly assembly per engine upgrade   240,00  

ABT Engine Technology

In some cases, a TÜV certificate is only available at a later date. Please inform yourself before the performance increase whether the TÜV certificate for your vehicle variant is already available.

Please check the already installed tires with regard to the speed release. If the tire is not released up to the specified maximum speed, appropriate tires must be installed as an alternative to the ABT Power performance upgrade.

AUDI SQ5 SPORTBACK (80A1) FROM 05/21

* Prices do not include VAT, freight charges and import costs.

Further information and ABT Configurator is available at http://www.abt-sportsline.de
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  Description Order No. Price in Euro
    excl. VAT*  

ABT wheel sets
DR

ABT - DR-SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
DR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - hub diamter: 66.5 mm - ball: 28.0 mm
color: mystic black

FDR2090351266MB-01 3.663,87 C

ABT wheel sets
FR

ABT - FR21 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
FR21 - 9,5 x 21 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 38 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm - ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black incl. wheel spacer set HR2355668-1

FFRC2195381266-23 4.403,36 C

ABT wheel sets
GR

ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black - incl. wheel spacer set HR2355668-3
not suitable for A7 TFSIe hybrid with towing hitch

FGRC2090331266GB-1-23 3.663,87 C

  ABT - SPORT GR20 MATT BLACK - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm - cone: 60°
color: matt black / diamond polished - incl. wheel spacer set HR2355668-3
not suitable for A7 TFSIe hybrid with towing hitch

FGRC2090331266MB-23 3.663,87 C

ABT Sport Wheels

AUDI SQ5 SPORTBACK (80A1) FROM 05/21

* Prices do not include VAT, freight charges and import costs.

Further information and ABT Configurator is available at http://www.abt-sportsline.de
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ABT wheel sets
HR

ABT - Sport HR21 GLOSSY BLACK - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
HR21 - 9,5 x 21 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 30 - hub diameter: 66,5 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black
suitable for A6 TFSIe hybrid with towing hitch

FHR12195301266GB-01 4.403,36 C

ABT complete wheel sets
DR

ABT - DR20 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
DR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 35 - hub diamter: 66.5 mm - ball: 28.0 mm
color: mystic black - incl. tyre: 255/45 R20

DR2090351266MB-25545-01 4.974,79 C

ABT complete wheel sets
FR

ABT - FR21 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
FR21 - 9,5 x 21 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 38 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm - ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black - incl. tyre: 255/40 R21 - incl. wheel spacer set HR2355668-1

FRC2195381266-25540-23 6.151,26 C

ABT complete wheel sets
GR

ABT - SPORT GR20 GLOSSY BLACK - COMPLETE WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black - incl. tires 255/45 R20 - incl. wheel spacer set HR2355668-3

GRC2090331266GB12554523 4.974,79 C

ABT Sport Wheels
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* Prices do not include VAT, freight charges and import costs.
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ABT complete wheel sets
GR

ABT - SPORT GR20 MATT BLACK - COMPLETE WHEEL SET
GR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 33 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm - cone: 60°
color: matt black / diamond polished - incl. tires 255/45 R20 - incl. wheel spacer set HR2355668-3

GRC2090331266MB-25545-23 4.974,79 C

ABT complete wheel sets
HR

ABT - Sport HR21 GLOSSY BLACK - COMPLETE WHEEL SET
HR21 - 9,5 x 21 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 30 - hub diameter: 66,5 mm - cone: 60°
color: glossy black - incl. tyre: 255/40 R21

HR12195301266GB-25540-01 6.151,26 C

Montage Montage per ABT complete wheel set   53,75  

ABT valves / RDKS 4 valve caps with ABT logo ANA000010 23,53 C

ABT Sport Wheels

FROM NOVEMBER 2014 ON ALL VEHICLES ARE EQUIPPED WITH A TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM.

1. Indirectly measuring tire pressure monitoring system: No sensors are needed in the rims, because the measurement is made via the tire circumference.

2. Directly measuring tire pressure monitoring system: The tire pressure monitoring sensors are installed directly in each wheel. Please indicate when ordering whether the vehicle has installed a directly or indirectly measuring system. With a directly measuring

system, additional costs are incurred due to the integration of the sensors.
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* Prices do not include VAT, freight charges and import costs.
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ABT suspension ABT - HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE-SUSPENSION SPRINGS
only for Q5 with quattro and SQ5, with electronical damper control
Axle load limit: front axle: 1390 kg, rear axle: 1400 kg
Lowering: front axle: 35-60mm, rear axle: 35-60mm

80A05006110 894,96 C

assembly assembly per Gewindefahrwerksfedern   823,00  

ABT Suspension

ABT Suspension products may imply restrictions when mounted. You can find about applying restrictions (lesser lowering of suspension setting on vehicles with sport suspension ex factory or no mounting on vehicles with certain features etc.) in ABT

Configurator, at ABT partners or directly at ABT Sportsline.

It is possible that additional costs occur when mounting ABT Suspension products. These costs are not implied with the general assembly costs. Current manufacturer instructions have to be followed.
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ABT exhaust technology ABT - SOUND CONTROL
again available in July 2023!!

- ABT Sound Control - for Racing/Export only!

For:
Audi SQ5 TDI (80A0, SUV, MY 2019)
Audi SQ5 TDI (80A1, SUV, MY 2021)

ABT-Sound Control generates by models above-named, an ABT individual vehicle sound

80A09316001/1 564,71 C

ABT Exhaust Technology

ABT rear apron sets may imply restrictions and exclusions when mounted to series vehicles. You can find out about applying restrictions (not mountable on vehicle with/without S-line/R-line exterior package, coupling device etc.) in ABT Configurator, at ABT

partners or directly at ABT Sportsline.
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ABT Interior ABT - START-STOP-SWITCH-CAP
Start-Stop Switch Cap with ABT logo, only suitable for left hand driven vehicles
with integrated illuminated ABT logo

8W607024130 41,18 C

  Montage   121,00  

  ABT - START-STOP-SWITCH-CAP RHD
Start-Stop Switch Cap with ABT logo, only suitable for right hand driven vehicles
with integrated illuminated ABT logo

8W607024131 41,18 C

  Montage   121,00  

  ABT - INTEGRATED ENTRANCE LIGHTS
for Audi vehicles with serial integrated entrance lights
set of 2 LED lights with ABT logo
for front and passenger door

AN0700160-1 48,74 E

  Montage   34,33  

  ABT - SHIFT KNOB COVER
leather - carbon / 1 piece incl. ABT logo

AN707001240-1 388,24 F

  Montage   43,00  

ABT Interior
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